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Escape
F YOU’VEgot two legs, can put one
foot in front of the other without
falling over and count walking (or
even strolling) as a hobby, you’re
M Camino-ready. You don’t have to have
triathlon-level fitness or come from
a long line of mountaineers to walk the walk
that’s the topic of so much talk.
Yes,you’ve probably sat though dinners
listening to how amaaaaaazing Jenny’s
seven-day, 116km from Sarria to Santiago de
Compostela was; how she ‘found’ herself on
her pilgrimage through the Spanish countryside.
And if Michael tells you one more time
about how he’s half the man and twice as fit
after his trek over the Pyrenees into Pamplona
(one of the most challenging sections of
the French Camino, don’t you know), you’ll
stick his walking pole where the sun...
Then there’s the Camino purists who look
down their noses at walkers who have their
luggage transported from hotel to hotel, and
command more walkers’ worship for carrying
a week’s essentials on their backs.
It seems the world and its wife has done/is
doing/will be doing a Camino, and if you’re
a walker and haven’t yet jumped on this
bandwagon, you’d better lace up your boots
and get with the programme. If only just to
be able to be part of what everybody who
can walk a straight line seems to be
talking about.
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most strenuous route, which is why many
travelled out the Dingle peninsula to sail
instead begin their ‘pilgrimage’ from Camp.
Bruno and Lance, and I headed
to Spain, to the cathedral in Santiago, where
It was misty and wet, so we decided to do it.
to Keny the night before Day One to get in
it is believed the remains of Christ’s pal and
Had we not, we’d have felt like cheats.
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Grand Hotel in the centre of Tralee, and with
hoover-crisp-bits-off-the-floor skills.
People have very individual reasons for
them
our first scallop stamps - a minimum
It seems that not a lot of people know that
walking a Camino. Some seek themselves,
of eight stamps on route is needed in order to
others seek penance. Some walk to remember, you can take dogs on trains in Ireland
receive a Kerry Camino completed certificate
friends were stunned when I told them. And
others to forget. Many anticipate they’ll
at the end, in Dingle. Legend has it that when
they don’t have to be in cages; small dogs
be enlightened along the way, while more are
St James’ body was found on the shores of
are allowed on your lap. A happy start to the
just up for the adventure and challenge.
the Galician coast, it was covered in scallop
weekend. And finish - it’s one thing driving
My reason? I won a Walk-The-Kerry-Way
to the south west of Ireland full of holiday
shells, so the pilgrims who travelled after
trip in a raffle. It suited me because I fancied
excitement, but the thoughts of a five-hour
a weekend away without any airport palaver,
his death carried scallop shells to symbolise
drive back home after an action-packed
and my dogs always love a good trot.
their journey and honour the apostle.
The itinerary was for three days of walking:
weekend was soul-destroying. Trains definitely
Getting out of Tralee turned out to be the
Tralee to Camp on day one, Camp to
rock... and roll.
most challenging part of the day. We had

Dog tired, but so happy

Day One: Tralee to
Camp: 17.5km
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one of those cartoon-like scenes where we
walked for an hour only to end up exactly
where we started. But once we were sent on
the right track by friendly (and bemused)
locals, and started following the yellow
walking man Waymarkings, we were right as
rain. And then it started to rain.
On with the waterproofs, and the trotting
- out the canal paths, over the River Lee,
east at Blennerville windmill, down soggy
moorland paths and up a boreen to the base
of Slieve Mish. This mountain range is the
reason so many people skip this stage. It’s
vast, exposed, boggy, rocky... and it goes on
forever (the range is 19km in length). But it’s
exciting and negotiating the terrain gets the
adrenalin pumping, as does the elevation
(2,792 feet above sea level). And the views
across Tralee Bay on the north and Dingle
Bay on the south, and west towards Brandon
mountain - are breathtaking.
The view at the end, though, was
heart-stopping - the welcoming lights of
the The Junction Bar in Camp, the smoking
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chimney issuing signals of warmth and
civilisation. There’d be people and food and
wine... and seats. Dinner was one of the best
meals I’ve had in a long time. Even better,
the pub was opposite our accommodation for
the night, the Camp Junction House Bed and
Breakfast.
As we had dogs (who were warmly welcomed
by owner, John), we were given the
apartment, which is separate from the main
house. It’s an incredible space - two large
bedrooms, both en suite, a full kitchen and
spacious living room. It was the most perfect,
comfortable, cosy place to stay.
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Dav Two: Camp to
Annascaul: 19 km
This was my favourite stage. The sun came
PIT-STOP:
Fayand the boys
out and we trekked across more moorland,
have a cuppain Lispole
through a conifer plantation, up boreens,
passing Caherconree Mountain with its megalithic
fort, and climbing the saddle between
Corrin and Knockback Mountain.
And then the view we had been told so
much about, as we started descending to the
other side of the Dingle peninsula and the
stupendous sight of Inch Strand opened up
before us. That vision alone was worth all the
bog holes and sogginess on Day One.
Along all the routes are stamping stations
where you get those all-important stamps for
the logbook These little adjournments in the
days were very spirit-lifting.
Sammy’s restaurant on the beach is the
perfect just-past-halfway
spot to have lunch
(Dingle Bay oysters, steaks, salads and homemade
soup are on the menu).
After Inch, the route took us back inland,
up car-free country roads, and into the wonderful
little village of Annascaul, birth place
two hardy little explorers were welcomed
of the famous Antartic explorer Tom Crean.
into the Annascaul House B&B by owner
When you arrive into a village after a
Noel Spillane. This is a cracking place to stay.
When we arrived, Noel was busy turning
pairs of saturated boots on a grate in front
of a roaring fire for walkers who were out
having their dinners.
The most popular place to eat in Annascaul
is The South Pole Inn, which was run
by Tom Crean in his retirement, and houses
some odd and interesting memorabilia from
his polar explorations in the early 1900s.
The food is top-notch; hearty fare that any
explorer would come running home for.
six-and-a-half hour walk, and bits of you are
making creaking noises (and there’s only 30
minutes left in you until you start getting
cantankerous), finding the closest pub is
A couple of homemade scones from the
high on the priority list. I wept tears of joy
village store, some water and a bag of Wine
when the first one, Hanafins, came into view.
Gums packed in our bags, and we were off
It’s small, dark, cosy and dogs are more than
on our final - and longest - stage. It was the
welcome. It’s my favourite pub in the whole
wide world and, when I win the Euromillions,
most challenging for us as it was mainly over
I’m going to buy it and all the people
farmland, which means dozens of stiles to be
negotiated... with chihuahuas.
in it and bring it home to Dublin. The craic
there is mighty, and it just so happened that,
when w'e arrived, Day One of the Annascaul
three-day annual walking festival had just
been completed, so the pub was populated
with other flush-faced, mucky and friendly
walkers who took turns cuddling my boys.
While they don’t normally allow dogs, my

Bits of us were
beginning to
make creaking
noises

Dav Three: Annascaul
to Dinale: 22 km

It’s a steady climb for the first few kilometres,
and the middle few kilometres. And,
it felt like, the last few. We were weary by the
time we reached Lispole, where there’s a shop
and cafe (which was closed on account of it
being a Sunday). A couple of teas from the
store and the scones refuelled us sufficiently.
Waymarking from Lispole to Dingle is
sparse, so care is needed to not fall at the last
stile and go off course. As we plodded to the
foothills of Croaghskearda
and An Cnapan
Mor and contoured the mountain slopes, our
pace was slower. Little Lance, starting to feel
the pain, had the right idea in hitching a ride
in my ‘doggie frontpack’, bought specially for 1
this trip. It was a life - and paw - saver.
And then, finally (hurrah!) the stunning
views of Dingle Bay before us. It’s downhill
all way... to the pub. There’s few things in life
that taste better than that first drink and
packet of Tayto after an eight-hour walk.
We stayed in the Dingle Marina Lodge, one
of the town’s newest, purpose-built B&Bs,
overlooking the marina and harbour, and a
stone’s throw from the best bars and restaurants.
We were given an apartment separate
from the main house which was super-spacious,
toasty and safe to leave the boys in
while we hobbled off for dinner.
We dropped anchor at the seafood-only
award-winning restaurant, Out of the Blue,
50 yards from our B&B. Every day, the
freshest fish leaps straight from the harbour
and on to the plates here. If there’s no fish,
the restaurant doesn’t open. It was the most
gratifying dinner we probably had all year.
Muscles ached on the train ride home the
next day - even the dogs were walking like
John Wayne. But each niggle was a welcome
reminder of our Kerry Camino achievement.
As the boys conked out on the seat beside
me, tucked up in their new Kerry Woollen
Mills blankets, I was flooded with pride for
my 10-inch-tall little superheroes. +

